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INTRODUCTION  
 

1.  My full name is Stuart Dean Clark.  

 

2. I am a professional engineer, holding qualifications of New Zealand Certificate in 

Engineering, (Civil - 1977), Batchelor of Engineering (Honours, Civil – 1981), Master 

of Engineering Science, (Public Health Engineering – 1983).  

 

3. I am a  Chartered Professional Engineer (Registered since 1984, in the specific 

disciplines of civil, structural and environmental engineering - #58384).  

 

4. I am also a certifying drainlayer (1993 - registration number 10304).  

 

5. In my 48 years of engineering practice, I have; designed, constructed, conducted 

training courses, and reviewed designs by others for numerous water, wastewater, 

and stormwater piped and open channel reticulation systems.  

 

6. I am familiar with the Environment Court Code of Practice for Expert Witnesses and 

agree to abide by its conditions. 

 

7. I am a principal of the engineering firm New Zealand Environmental Technologies Ltd 

and I supervised the design of the proposed stormwater attenuation and discharge 

system for the 16 Lot subdivision at 443 Makino Road Fielding. 

 

8. The design is very conservative in terms of stormwater attenuation providing as it 

does for capturing a substantial portion of  both existing flows and  additional flows 

generated from imperious surfaces following site development and passing these 

through a large volume detention pond located in a natural depression located on the 

property.  

 

9. At all points where stormwater currently discharges from the property onto 

neighbouring land, flows would either be removed or substantially reduced.  The 

proposal therefore represents a significant improvement on existing trans boundary 

flows, especially under peak rainfall events. This information is identified in the 

submitted NZET design report. 

 

10. The engineering advice from MDC’s in house engineer is that the stormwater should 

be primarily discharged directly to the Makino Road drain, via a roadway and 

pipeline. This appears to be on the precept that this will allow the MDC to more 

readily control the discharge as it is made directly to a Council roadway and 

associated drainage system. My analysis is that this will be a decidedly poorer 

environmental outcome, as a much lower level of attenuation will be able to be 

achieved due to the relative levels of the Makino Road drain adjacent to the property 

and the natural depression on the site. 

 



11. I understand Mr Pirie a professional surveyor will also be providing information on his 

measurements of site levels of the property and the Makino Road Drain and 

interpretation of the implications of these with respect to a direct discharge to the 

drain as proposed by MDC. 

 

12. I reiterate my initial observations that the proposed stormwater detention dam has 

more than enough storage capacity to cope with the 200-year ARI and even greater 

events, allowing for climate change effects.  

 

13. In terms of the net effects of the proposal, there will be a substantial reduction in the 

flow from all existing outlets from the property under all storm events.  

 

14. The post development flow to the existing neighbouring property on Makino Road is 

reduced from an estimated 44 L/s to zero. This will be achieved by diverting the flow 

from the proposed Lots 2 and 3 towards the swale drain using perimeter drains and 

or bunds close to the Lot boundaries.  

 

15. The calculations have been carried out assuming that on-site water tanks located on 

each property will be full at the start of the design storm. 

 

16. I make the observation that the main discharge of stormwater which is suggested to 

be “through the neighbouring property” in the MDC Engineers’ report, is existing via a 

long established ephemeral watercourse and in future will be at a much lower than 

current flow rates as a result of the development proposed. Discharging at this point 

as opposed to direct to the Makino Road drain as recommended by the MDC 

Engineer acts to relieve the flooding pressure on the critical section of Makino Road, 

which is the source of most of the objectors complaints re flooding. 

 

 

Dated: 23 January 2020 
 
 
 

Signed:  
   
 S Clark 

 


